
GLANCE HENNAGLANCE HENNA

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

Pre Henna

Henna Application

Henna Removal

Remove any makeup on the skin with the Oil Makeup remover, if the client is wearing

makeup.

If the client is makeup-free, apply the Gel-Based Cleanser and clean the skin with

water and cotton rounds. This is recommended even if the client isn’t wearing

makeup to cleanse the skin of any oil, dirt and debris.

If suitable to the client’s skin, exfoliate the brow area with the Glance Brow Scrub

to remove any build-up of skin and allow for the best skin stain and colour

development to the hair. Remove with water until the residue has completely been

wiped away. Ensure that the exfoliation is not done in any areas that have had hair

removal or will have hair removal, as not to cause any irritation in the skin.

With the Measuring Spatula, take the desired amount of Henna powder and pour into

your mixing dish. Mix 1:1 portion of the henna powder to the Fixator (developer).

Stir the product until the consistency is completely smooth and grains are no longer

visible. The product should have a creamy consistency. If needed, add more Fixator or

Henna powder to achieve this consistency.

Let the product set for 1-2 minutes prior to application.

Once applied to the brows, allow the henna to develop until the desired depth and

colour is achieved. The henna will only take 7 minutes to develop, however, if wanting

to achieve a darker colour, it can be left on the brows for 10-15 minutes.

Please note: Henna can sometimes develop into a warm tone or show a very faint

green colour. If this occurs, we recommend you wiping a small amount of the Glance

Henna Fixator over the dry brows, once the henna has been removed properly with

water. Leave the fixator on for approximately 30 seconds, or until you can visibly see

the colour neutralising on the skin. the colour will continue to neutralise after this

step. 

Remove the henna gently with a cotton round dampened in water.

Gently wipe a small amount of the Glance fixtor (developer) over the brows, leave on for

30 seconds or until you see the colour begin to neutralise. 

Use the Glance Henna Remover to remove more of the skin stain if needed. This can be

especially useful if the front of the brows appear too bold, or the client finds the overall

look of the henna a little dark. Fading the skin stain, will help the brow appear more

natural, as it is the skin stain that usually makes the brows appear darker initially. 

If needed, apply the Ultra Softening Epilation Cream to the skin to soothe and calm. 
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*Please bear in mind that although water can be mixed with the henna powder to develop, the

recommended product to develop the henna is the Fixator. Mixing water instead of fixator will

result in the colour not being as pigmented and as deep on the hair and skin, and will take a

longer duration to develop.

*Colours are all customisable and up to 2 colours can be mixed to achieve the perfect skin

stain and brow colour to achieve the desired look.


